Executive Minutes 3-30
VP of Student Affairs Report
Trevino: The budget for next year is being figured out and planned presently. If there are things
that should be considered, an email can be sent to her with thoughts and recommendation.
Another big thing right now is planning the transition and easing of Covid restrictions. If anyone
has an opinion, they can send her an email.
President’s Report
Peebles: sent out the email for the survey with the recommended edits to the student body.
Results will be available before the next meeting. The email with the telehealth announcement
was sent to Monica and is about ready to send to the student body.
SGA Online Communications
Brooks: has not looked at the discussion board on Canvas since last week and is requesting
early feedback.
Peebles: would like to see the meeting recordings uploaded to the canvas.
Brooks: requested that Peebles post the executive agendas on the Canvas page.
Peebles: has the agendas and will be able to do so. Also requests that Brooks post the survey
on the Canvas.
Legislation List
Alexander: was busy this week and forewent the legislation list and plans to work on it tomorrow
and send it out.
Telehealth Update
Peebles: will send the email this week and wants to know how much the body plans to follow
up. That can be addressed in the future.
Canvas Discussion Board
Peebles: What is the precedent that we want to set as far as moderation goes and wants to
address both of the discussions. All of the executive members have authority to moderate posts
but shouldn’t remove posts unless they’re vulgar or particularly damaging.
Alexander: The student response to us having the discussion board has been significant and
people seem to be happy that SGA is creating a platform for student discourse.
Brooks: sent a course invitation to the advisors.
Peebles: Any removal of posts should be announced and discussed in the executive Groupme.
There’s also a second discussion topic about physical disability access. Some of the concerns
include blocking of wheelchair ramps on sidewalks, handicap buttons not working, and elevator
size.
Open Discussion and Announcements
Shores: On Monday, we will have a new SGA advisor.
Alexander: President Peebles won the drag show last week.

